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the challenge  
To deliver a floating water taxi terminal to the Öckerö 
municipality in Sweden, which would allow easy access for all 
passengers – including wheelchair and motorised wheelchair 
users – to and from its local ferry service at all tidal heights.

the solution  
In 2012, MacGregor delivered a shore link system that 
consists of a ramp and pontoon, which are always level with 
the ferry deck to ensure easy access for all passengers.

The terminal has no machinery, which makes it cost-•	
effective in operation and dramatically reduces any 
maintenance requirements. 

Through the use of mooring bollards on the pontoon and •	
a large stern mooring buoy, the terminal accommodates 
overnight stops.

As the ferry berths bow-in, the terminal has an energy-•	
absorbing fender beam, which was developed for a 
previous contract, and provides a smooth stop with 
well-maintained stability on the pontoon for the waiting 
passengers.   

macGregor’s scope of supply
Design, manufacturing, installation and commissioning of •	
a MacGregor floating water taxi terminal, including a shore 
foundation and a stern mooring buoy with anchors.

The MacGregor Water taxi terminal in Öckerö harbour provides a stepless shore link for all passengers, 
including wheelchair and motorised wheelchair users


